Abstract. Current Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) approaches are restricted to recognition of a single dominant unseen object category in a test image. We hypothesize that this setting is ill-suited for real-world applications where unseen objects appear only as a part of a complex scene, warranting both the 'recognition' and 'localization' of an unseen category. To address this limitation, we introduce a new 'Zero-Shot Detection' (ZSD) problem setting, which aims at simultaneously recognizing and locating object instances belonging to novel categories without any training examples. We also propose a new experimental protocol for ZSD based on the highly challenging ILSVRC dataset, adhering to practical issues, e.g., the rarity of unseen objects. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first end-to-end deep network for ZSD that jointly models the interplay between visual and semantic domain information. To overcome the noise in the automatically derived semantic descriptions, we utilize the concept of meta-classes to design an original loss function that achieves synergy between max-margin class separation and semantic space clustering. Furthermore, we present a baseline approach extended from recognition to detection setting. Our extensive experiments show significant performance boost over the baseline on the imperative yet difficult ZSD problem.
Introduction
Since its inception, zero-shot learning research has been dominated by the object classification problem [2, 5, 10, 18, 21, 22, 29, 33, 39, 47, 51, 52, 53] . Although it still remains as a challenging task, the zero-shot recognition has a number of limitations that render it unusable in real-life scenarios. First, it is destined to work for simpler cases where only a single dominant object is present in an image. Second, the attributes and semantic descriptions are relevant to individual objects instead of the entire scene composition. Third, zero-shot recognition provides an answer to unseen categories in elementary tasks, e.g., classification and retrieval, yet it is unable to scale to advanced tasks such as scene interpretation and contextual modeling, which require a fundamental reasoning about all salient objects in the scene. Fourth, global attributes are more susceptible to background variations, viewpoint, appearance and scale changes and practical factors such as occlusions and clutter. As a result, image-level ZSL fails for the case of complex scenes where a diverse set of competing attributes that do not belong to a single image-level category would exist.
To address these challenges, we introduce a new problem setting called the zero-shot object detection. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , instead of merely classifying images, our goal is to simultaneously detect and localize each individual instance of new object classes, even in the absence of any visual examples of those classes during the training phase. In this regard, we propose a new zero-shot detection protocol built on top of the ILSVRC -Object Detection Challenge [40] . The resulting dataset is very demanding due to its large scale, diversity, and unconstrained nature, and also unique due to its leveraging on WordNet semantic hierarchy [31] . Taking advantage of semantic relationships between object classes, we use the concept of 'meta-classes' 1 and introduce a novel approach to update the semantic embeddings automatically. Raw semantic embeddings are learned in an unsupervised manner using text mining and therefore they have considerable noise. Our optimization of the class embeddings proves to be an effective way to reduce this noise and learn robust semantic representations.
ZSD has numerous applications in novel object localization, retrieval, tracking, and reasoning about object's relationships with its environment using only available semantics, e.g., an object name or a natural language description. Although a critical problem, ZSD is remarkably difficult compared to its classification counterpart. While the zero-shot recognition problem assumes only a single primary object in an image and attempts to predict its category, the ZSD task has to predict both the multi-class category label and precise location of each instance in the given image. Since there can be a prohibitively huge number of possible locations for each object in an image and because the semantic class descriptions are noisy, a detection approach is much more susceptible to incorrect predictions compared to classification. Therefore, it would be expected that a ZSD method predicts a class label that might be incorrect but visually and semantically similar to the corresponding true class. For example, wrongly predicting a 'spider' as 'scorpion' where both are semantically similar because of being invertebrates. To address this issue, we relax the original detection problem to independently study the confusions emanating from the visual and semantic resemblance between closely linked classes. For this purpose, alongside the ZSD, we evaluate on zero-shot meta-class detection, zero-shot tagging, and zero-shot meta class tagging. Notably, the proposed network is trained only 'once' for ZSD task and the additional tasks are used during evaluations only.
Although deep network based solutions have been proposed for zero-shot recognition [10, 22, 51] , to the best of our knowledge, we propose the first endto-end trainable network for the ZSD problem that concurrently relates visual image features with the semantic label information. This network considers semantic embedding vector of classes as a fixed embedding within the network to produce prediction scores for both seen and unseen classes. We propose a novel loss formulation that incorporates max-margin learning [53] and a semantic clustering loss based on class-scores of different meta-classes. While the max-margin loss tries to separate individual classes, semantic clustering loss tries to reduce the noise in semantic vectors by positioning similar classes together and dissimilar classes far apart. Notably, our proposed formulation assumes predefined unseen classes to explore the semantic relationships during model learning phase. This assumption is consistent with recent efforts in the literature which consider class semantics to solve the domain shift problem in ZSL [7, 12] and does not a constitute transductive setting [8, 11, 18] . Based on the premise that unseen class semantics may be unknown during training in several practical zero-shot scenarios, we also propose a variant of our approach that can be trained without predefined unseen classes. Finally, we propose a comparison method for ZSD by extending a popular zero-shot recognition framework named ConSE [33] using Faster-RCNN [38] .
In summary, this paper reports the following advances:
-We introduce a new problem for zero-shot learning, which aims to jointly recognize and localize novel objects in complex scenes. -We present a new experimental protocol and design a novel baseline solution extended from conventional recognition to the detection task. -We propose an end-to-end trainable deep architecture that simultaneously considers both visual and semantic information. -We design a novel loss function that achieves synergistic effects for maxmargin class separation and semantic clustering based on meta-classes. Beside that, our approach can automatically tune noisy semantic embeddings.
Problem Description
Given a set of images for seen object categories, ZSD aims at the recognition and localization of previously unseen object categories. In this section, we formally describe the ZSD problem and its associated challenges. We also introduce variants of the detection task, which are natural extensions of the original problem. First, we describe the notations used in the following discussion. Preliminaries: Consider a set of 'seen' classes denoted by S = {1, . . . , S}, whose examples are available during the training stage and S represents their total number. There exists another set of 'unseen' classes U = {S + 1, . . . , S + U}, whose instances are only available during the test phase. We denote the set of all object classes by C = S ∪ U, such that C = S + U denote the cardinality of the label space.
We define a set of meta (or super) classes by grouping similar object classes into a single meta category. These meta-classes are denoted by M = {z m : m ∈ [1, M]}, where M denote the total number of meta-classes and z m = {k ∈ C s.t., g(k) = m}. Here, g(k) is a mapping function which maps each class k to its corresponding meta-class z g (k) . Note that the meta-classes are mutually exclusive i.e., ∩
The set of all training images is denoted by X s , which contains examples of all seen object classes. The set of all test images containing samples of unseen object classes is denoted by X u . Each test image x ∈ X u contains at least one instance of an unseen class. Notably, no unseen class object is present in X s , but X u may contain seen objects. We define a d dimensional word vector v c (word2vec or GloVe) for every class c ∈ C. The ground-truth label for an i th bounding box is denoted by y i . The object detection task also involves identifying the background class for negative object proposals, we introduce the extended label sets: S = S ∪ y bg , C = C ∪ y bg and M = M ∪ y bg , where y bg = {C + 1} is a singleton set denoting the background label.
Task Definitions: Given the observed space of images X = X s ∪ X u and the output label space C , our goal is to learn a mapping function f : X → C which gives the minimum regularized empirical risk (R) as follows:
where, x ∈ X s during training, Θ denotes the set of parameters and Ω(Θ) denotes the regularization on the learned weights. The mapping function has the following form:
where F(·) is a compatibility function, B(x) is the set of all bounding box proposals in a given image x. Intuitively, Eq. 2 finds the best scoring bounding boxes for each object category and assigns them the maximum scoring object category. Next, we define the zero-shot learning tasks which go beyond a single unseen category recognition in images. Notably, the training is framed as the challenging ZSD problem, however the remaining task descriptions are used during evaluation to relax the original problem: T1 Zero-shot detection (ZSD): Given a test image x ∈ X u , the goal is to categorize and localize each instance of an unseen object class u ∈ U. T2 Zero-shot meta-class detection (ZSMD): Given a test image x ∈ X u , the goal is to localize each instance of an unseen object class u ∈ U and categorize it into one of the super-classes m ∈ M. T3 Zero-shot tagging (ZST): To recognize one or more unseen classes in a test image x ∈ X u , without identifying their location. T4 Zero-shot meta-class tagging (ZSMT): To recognize one or more meta-classes in a test image x ∈ X u , without identifying their location.
Among the above mentioned tasks, the ZSD is the most difficult problem and difficulty level decreases as we go down the list. The goal of the later tasks is to distill the main challenges in ZSD by investigating two ways to relax the original problem: (a) The effect of reducing the unseen object classes by clustering similar unseen classes into a single super-class (T2 and T4). (b) The effect of removing the localization constraint. To this end we investigate the zero-shot tagging problem, where the goal is to only recognize all object categories in an image (T3 and T4).
The state-of-the-art in zero-shot learning deals with only recognition/tagging. The proposed problem settings add the missing detection task which indirectly encapsulates traditional recognition and tagging task.
Zero-Shot Detection
Our proposed model uses Faster-RCNN [38] as a backbone architecture, due to its superior performance among competitive end-to-end detection models [17, 28, 37] . We first provide an overview of our proposed model architecture and then discuss network learning. Finally, we extend a popular ZSL approach to the detection problem, against which we compare our performance in the experiments.
Model Architecture
The overall architecture is illustrated in Fig 2. It has two main components marked in color: the first provides object-level feature descriptions and the second integrates visual information with the semantic embeddings to perform zero-shot detection. We explain these in detail next.
Object-level Feature Encoding: For an input image x, a deep network (VGG or ResNet) is used to obtain the intermediate convolutional activations. These activations are treated as feature maps, which are forwarded to the Region Proposal Network (RPN). The RPN generates a set of candidate object proposals by automatically ranking the anchor boxes at each sliding window location. The high-scoring candidate proposals can be of different sizes, which are mapped to fixed sized representation using a RoI pooling layer which operates on the initial feature maps and the proposals generated by the RPN. The resulting object level features for each candidate are denoted as 'f '. Note that the RPN generates object proposal based on the objectness measure. Thus, a trained RPN on seen objects can generate proposals for unseen objects also. In the second block of our architecture, these feature representations are used alongside the semantic embeddings to learn useful representations for both the seen and unseen objectcategories.
Integrating Visual and Semantic Contexts: The object-level feature f is forwarded to two branches in the second module. The top branch is trained to predict the object category for each candidate box. Note that this can assign a class c ∈ C , which can be a seen, unseen or background category. The branch consists of two main sub-networks, which are key to learning the semantic relationships between seen and unseen object classes.
The first component is the 'Semantic Alignment Network ' (SAN), which consist of an adjustable FC layer, whose parameters are denoted as W 1 ∈ R d×d , that projects the input visual feature vectors to a semantic space with d dimensions. The resulting feature maps are then projected onto the fixed semantic embeddings, denoted by W 2 ∈ R d×(C+1) , which are obtained in an unsupervised manner by text mining (e.g., Word2vec and GloVe embeddings). Note that, here we consider both seen and unseen semantic vectors which require unseen classes to be predefined. This consideration is inline with a very recent effort [12] which adopt this setting to explore the cluster manifold structure of the semantic embedding space and address domain shift issue. Given a feature representation input to SAN in the top branch, f t , the overall operation can be represented as:
Here, o is the output prediction score. The W 2 is formed by stacking semantic vectors for all classes, including the background class. For background class, we use the mean word vectors v b = 1 C C c=1 v c as its embedding in W 2 . Notably, a non-linear activation function is not applied between the adjustable and fixed semantic embeddings in the SAN. Therefore, the two projections can be understood as a single learnable projection on to the semantic embeddings of object classes. This helps in automatically updating the semantic embeddings to make them compatible with the visual feature domain. It is highly valuable because the original semantic embeddings are often noisy due to the ambiguous nature of closely related semantic concepts and the unsupervised procedure used for their calculation. In Fig. 3 , we visualize modified embedding space when different loss functions are applied during training.
The bottom branch is for bounding box regression to add suitable offsets to the proposals to align them with the ground-truths such that the precise location of objects can be predicted. This branch is set up in the same manner as in Faster-RCNN [38] .
Training and Inference
We follow a two step training approach to learn the model parameters. The first part involves training the backbone Faster-RCNN for only seen classes using the training set X s . This training involves initializing weights of shared layers with a pre-trained Vgg/ResNet model, followed by learning the RPN, classification and detection networks. In the second step, we modify the Faster-RCNN model by replacing the last layer of Faster-RCNN classification branch with the proposed semantic alignment network and an updated loss function (see Fig. 2 ). While rest of the network weights are used from the first step, the weights W 1 are randomly initialized and the W 2 are fixed to semantic vectors of the object classes and not updated during training.
While training in second step, we keep the shared layers trainable but fix the layers specific to RPN since the object proposals requirements are not changed from the previous step. The same seen class images X s are used for training, consistent with the first step. For each given image, we obtain the output of RPN which consists of a total of 'R' ROIs belonging to both positive and negative object proposals. Each proposal has a corresponding ground-truth label given by y i ∈ S . Positive proposals belong to any of the seen class S and negative proposals contain only background. In our implementation, we use an equal number of positive and negative proposals. Now, when object proposals are passed through ROI-Pooling and subsequent dense layers, a feature representation f i is calculated for each ROI. This feature is forwarded to two branches, the classification branch and regression branch. The overall loss is the summation of the respective losses in these two branches, i.e., classification loss and bounding box regression loss.
where Θ denotes the parameters of the network, o i is the classification branch output, T = N × R represents the total number of ROIs in the training set with N images. b i and b * i are parameterized coordinates of predicted and groundtruth bounding boxes respectively and y i represents the true class label of the i th object proposal. Classification loss: This loss deals with both seen and unseen classes. It has two components: a max-margin loss (L mm ) and a meta-class clustering loss (L mc ).
where, λ is a hyper-parameter that controls the trade-off between the two losses. We define,
where, o k represents the prediction response of class k ∈ S. L mm tries to separate the prediction response of true class from rest of the classes. In contrast, L mc tries to cluster together the members of each super-class and pulls further apart the classes belonging to different meta-classes.
We illustrate the effect of clustering loss on the learned embeddings in Fig. 3 . The use of L mc enables us to cluster semantically similar classes together which results in improved embeddings in the semantic space. For example, all animals related meta-classes are in close position whereas food and vehicle are far apart. Such a clear separation in semantic space helps in obtaining a better ZSD performance. Moreover, meta-class based clustering loss does not harm fine-grained detection because the hype-parameter λ is used to put more emphasis on the max-margin loss (L mm ) as compared to the clustering part (L mc ) of the overall loss (L cls ). Still, the clustering loss provides enough guidance to the noisy semantic embeddings (e.g., unsupervised w2v/glove) such that similar classes are clustered together as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Note that w2v/glove try to place similar words nearby with respect to millions of text corpus, it is therefore not fine-tuned for just 200 class recognition setting.
Regression loss: This part of the loss is similar to faster-RCNN regression loss which fine-tunes the bounding box for each seen class ROI. For each f i , we get 4×S values representing 4 parameterized co-ordinates of the bounding box of each object instance. The regression loss is calculated based on these co-ordinates and parameterized ground truth co-ordinates. During training, no bounding box prediction is done for background and unseen classes due to unavailability of visual examples. As an alternate approach, we approximate the bounding box for an unseen object through the box proposal for a closely related seen object that achieves maximum response. This is a reasonable approximation because visual features of unseen classes are related to that of similar seen classes.
Prediction: We normalize each output prediction value of classification branch usingô c = oc vc 2 f t 2 . It basically calculates the cosine similarity between modified word vectors and image features. This normalization maps the prediction values within 0 to 1 range. We classify an object proposal as background if maximum responds amongô c where c ∈ C belongs to y bg . Otherwise, we detect an object proposal as unseen object if its maximum prediction response amongô u where u ∈ U is above a threshold α.
The other detection branch finds b i which is the parameterized co-ordinates of bounding boxes corresponds to S seen classes. Among them, we choose a bounding box corresponding to the class having the maximum prediction response in o s where s ∈ S for the classified unseen class y u . For the tagging tasks, we simply use the mapping function g(.) to assign a meta-class for any unseen label.
ZSD without Pre-defined Unseen
While applying clustering loss in Sec. 3.2, the meta-class assignment adds highlevel supervision in the semantic space. While doing this assignment, we consider both seen and unseen classes. Similarly, the max-margin loss considers the set C consisting of both seen and unseen classes. This problem setting helps to identify the clustering structure of the semantic embeddings to address domain adaptation for zero-shot detection. However, in several practical scenarios, unseen classes may not be known during training. Here, we report a simplified variant of our approach to train the proposed network without pre-defined unseen classes.
For this problem setting, we use only seen+bg word vectors (instead of seen+unseen+bg vectors) as the fixed embedding W 2 ∈ R d×(S+1) to train the whole framework with only the max-margin loss, L mm , defined as follows:
Since the output classification layer cannot make predictions for unseen classes, we apply a procedure similar to ConSE during the testing phase [33] . The choice of [33] here is made due to two main reasons: (a) In contrast to other ZSL methods which train separate models for each class [5, 36] , ConSE can work on the prediction score of a single end-to-end framework. (b) It is straight-forward to extend a single network to ZSD along with ConSE, since [33] uses semantic embeddings only during the test phase.
Suppose, for an object proposal, o ∈ R S+1 is the vector containing final probability values of only seen classes and background. As described earlier, we ignore the object proposal if the background class get highest probability score. For other cases, we sort the vector o in descending order to compute a list of indices l and the sorted listô:
Then, top K score values (s.t., K ≤ S) fromô are combined with their corresponding word vectors using the equation:
We consider e i as a semantic space projection of an object proposal which is a combination of word vectors weighted by top K seen class probabilities. The final prediction is made by finding the maximum cosine similarity among e i and all unseen word vectors,
In this paper, we use K = 10 as proposed in [33] . For bounding box detection, we choose the box for which corresponding seen class gets maximum score.
Experiments

Dataset and Experiment Protocol
Dataset: We evaluate our approach on the standard ILSVRC-2017 detection dataset [40] . This dataset contains 200 object categories. For training, it includes 456,567 images and 478,807 bounding box annotations around object instances. The validation dataset contains 20,121 images fully annotated with the 200 object categories which include 55,502 object instances. A category hierarchy has been defined in [40] , where some objects have multiple parents. Since, we also evaluate our approach on meta-class detection and tagging, we define a single parent for each category (see supplementary material for detail).
Seen/unseen split: Due to lack of an existing ZSD protocol, we propose a challenging seen/unseen split for ILSVRC-2017 detection dataset. Among 200 object categories, we randomly select 23 categories as unseen and rest of the 177 categories are considered as seen. This split is designed to follows the following practical considerations: (a) unseen classes are rare, (b) test categories should be diverse, (c) the unseen classes should be semantically similar with at least some of the seen classes. The details of split are provided in supplementary material.
Train/test set: A zero-shot setting does not allow any visual example of an unseen class during training. Therefore, we customize the training set of ILSVRC such that images containing any unseen instance are removed. This results in a total of 315,731 training images with 449,469 annotated bounding boxes. For testing, the traditional zero-shot recognition setting is used which considers only unseen classes. As the test set annotations are not available to us, we cannot separate unseen classes for evaluation. Therefore, our test set is composed of the left out data from ILSVRC training dataset plus validation images having at least one unseen bounding box. The resulting test set has 19,008 images and 19,931 bounding boxes. Semantic embedding: Traditionally ZSL methods report performance on both supervised attributes and unsupervised word2vec/glove as semantic embeddings. As manually labeled supervised attributes are hard to obtain, only small-scale datasets with these annotations are available [9, 20] . ILSVRC-2017 detection dataset used in the current work is quite huge and does not provide attribute annotations. In this paper, we work on 2 normalized 500 and 300 dimensional unsupervised word2vec [30] and GloVe [35] vector respectively to describe the classes. These word vectors are obtained by training on several billion words from Wikipedia dump corpus.
Evaluation Metric: We report average precision (AP) of individual unseen classes and mean average precision (mAP) for the overall performance of unseen classes.
Implementation Details: Unlike Faster-RCNN, our first step is trained in one step: after initializing shared layer with pre-trained weights, RPN and detection network of Fast-RCNN layers are learned together. Some other settings includes rescaling shorter size of image as 600 pixels, RPN stride = 16, three anchor box scale 128, 256 and 512 pixels, three aspect ratios 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1, non-maximum suppression (NMS) on proposals class probability with IoU threshold = 0.7. Each mini-batch is obtained from a single image having 16 positive and 16 negative (background) proposals. Adam optimizer with learning rate 10 −5 , β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999 is used in both state training. First step is trained over 10 million mini-batches without any data augmentation, but data augmentation through repetition of object proposals is used in second step (details in supplementary material). During testing, the prediction score threshold was 0.1 for baseline and Ours (with L mm ) and 0.2 for clustering method (Ours with L cls ). We implement our model in Keras.
ZSD Performance
We compare different versions of our method (with loss configurations L mm and L cls respectively) to a baseline approach. Note that the baseline is a simple extension of Faster-RCNN [38] and ConSE [33] . We apply the inference strategy mentioned in Sec. 3.3 after first step training as we can still get a vector o ∈ R S+1 on the classification layer of Faster-RCNN network. We use two different architectures i.e., VGG-16 (V) [42] and ResNet-50 (R) [13] as the backbone of the Faster-RCNN during the first training step. In second step, we experiment Table 2 . Average precision of individual unseen classes using ResNet+w2v and loss configurations L mm and L cls (cluster based loss with λ = 0.6). We have grouped unseen classes into two groups based on whether visually similar classes present in the seen class set or not. Our proposed method achieve significant performance improvement for the group where similar classes are present in the seen set.
with both Word2vec and GloVe as the semantic embedding vectors used to define W 2 . Fig. 4 illustrates some qualitative ZSD examples. More performance results of ZSD on other datasets is provided in the supplementary material.
Overall results: Table 1 reports the mAP for all approaches on four tasks: ZSD, ZSMD, ZST, and ZSMT across different combinations of network architectures. We can make following observations: (1) Our cluster based method outperforms other competitors on all four tasks because its loss utilizes highlevel semantic relationships from meta-class definitions which are not present in other methods. (2) Performances get improved from baseline to Ours (with L mm ) across all zero-shot tasks. The reason is baseline method did not consider word vectors during the training. Thus, overall detection could not get enough supervision about the semantic embeddings of classes. In contrast, L mm loss formulation considers word vectors. (3) Performances get improved from ZST to ZSMT across all methods whereas similar improvement is not common from ZSD to ZSMD. It's not surprising because ZSMD can get some benefit if meta-class of the predicted class is same as the meta-class of true class. If this is violated frequently, we cannot expect significant performance improvement in ZSMD. (4) In comparison of traditional object detection results, ZSD achieved significantly lower performance. Remarkably, even the state-of-the-art zero-shot classification approaches perform quite low e.g., a recent ZSL method [51] reported 11% hit@1 rate on ILSVRC 2010/12. This trend does not undermine to significance of ZSD, rather highlights the underlying challenges.
Individual class detection: Performances of individual unseen classes indicate the challenges for ZSD. In Table 2 , we show performances of individual unseen classes across all tasks with our best (R+w2v) network. We observe that the unseen classes for which visually similar classes are present in their meta- Table 3 . Zero shot recognition on CUB using λ = 1 because no meta-class assignment is done here. For fairness, we only compared our result with the inductive setting of other methods without per image part annotation and description. We refer V=VGG, R=ResNet, G=GoogLeNet.
classes achieve better detection performance (ZSD mAP 18.6, 22.7, 27.4) than those which do not have similar classes (ZSD mAP 6.3, 6.5, 4.4) for the all methods (baseline, our's with L mm and L cls ). Our proposed cluster method with loss L cls outperforms the other versions significantly for the case when visually similar classes are present. For the all classes, our cluster method is still the best (mAP: cluster 16.4 vs. baseline 12.7). However, our's with L mm method performs better for when case similar classes are not present (mAP 6.5 vs 4.4). For the easier tagging tasks (ZST and ZSMT), the cluster method gets superior performance in most of the cases. This indicates that one potential reason for the failure cases of our cluster method for ZSD might be confusions during localization of objects due to ambiguities in visual appearance of unseen classes. Varying λ: The hyperparameter λ controls the weight between L mm and L mc in L cls . In Fig. 4 , we illustrate the effect of varying λ on four zero-shot tasks for R+w2v and R+glo. It shows that performances has less variation in the range of λ = .5 to .9 than λ = .9 to 1. For a larger λ, mAP starts dropping since the impact of L mc decreases significantly.
Zero Shot Recognition (ZSR)
Being a detection model, the proposed network can also perform traditional ZSR. We evaluate ZSR performance on popular Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) dataset [44] . This dataset contains 11,788 images from 200 classes and provides single bounding boxes per image. Following standard train/test split [47] , we use 150 seen and 50 unseen classes for experiments. For semantics embedding, we use 400-d word2vec (w2v) and GloVe (glo) vector [46] . Note that, we do not use per image part annotation (like [1] ) and descriptions (like [51]) to enrich semantic embedding. For a given test image, our network predicts unseen class bounding boxes. We pick only one label with the highest prediction score per image. In this way, we report the mean Top1 accuracy of all unseen classes in Table 3 . One can find our proposed solution achieve significant performance improvement in comparison with state-of-the-art methods. 
Challenges and New Directions
ZSD is challenging: Our empirical evaluations show that ZSD needs to deal with the following challenges: (1) Unseen classes are rare compared to seen classes; (2) Small unseen objects are hard to detect and harder to relate with their semantics; (3) The scarcity of similar seen class leads to an inadequate description of an unseen class; (4) As derived in an unsupervised manner, the noise of semantic space affects ZSD. These issues are discussed in detail in supplementary material. Future challenges: The ZSD problem warrants further investigation. (1) Unlink current work one can consider fine-tuning the bounding box of the both seen and unseen classes based on visual and semantic correspondences. (2) Rather mapping image feature to the semantic space, the reverse mapping may help ZSD similar to ZSR used in [19, 51] . (3) One can consider the fusion of different word vectors (word2vec and GloVe) to improve ZSD. (4) Like generalized ZSL [48, 47, 24] , one can extend it to a more realistic generalized ZSD. Moreover, weakly supervised or semi-supervised version of zero shot problems is also possible while performing ZSD/GZSD.
Conclusion
While traditional ZSL research focuses on only object recognition, we propose to extend the problem to object detection (ZSD). To this end, we offer a new experimental protocol with ILSVRC-2017 dataset specifying the seen-unseen, train-test split. We also develop an end-to-end trainable CNN model to solve this problem. We show that our solution is better than a strong baseline.
Overall, this research throws some new challenges to ZSL community. To make a long-standing progress in ZSL, the community needs to move forward in the detection setting rather than merely recognition. 
Supplementary Material
Zero Shot Object Detection
A. Related Work
End-to-end Object detection: Though object detection has been extensively studied in the literature, we can only find a few end-to-end learning pipelines capable of simultaneous object localization and classification. Popular examples of such approaches are Faster R-CNN [38] , R-FCN [17] , SSD [28] and YOLO [37] . The contribution of these methods relies on object localization process. Methods like Faster R-CNN [38] , R-FCN [17] are based on Region Proposal Network (RPN) which provides bounding box proposals of possible objects and then classifying and fine tuning the box prediction in the later layers. In contrast, methods like SSD [28] and YOLO [37] draw bounding box and classify it in a single step. Unlike RPN; these methods predict bounding box offset of some pre-defined anchors instead of the box co-ordinates itself. The later methods are generally faster than the previous ones. However, RPN based methods are better in terms of accuracy. In current work, we prioritize accuracy over speed. Therefore, we build zero-shot object detection model based on the Faster RCNN. Semantic embedding: Any zero-shot task like recognition or tagging requires semantic information of classes. This semantic information works as a bridge among seen and unseen classes. The common way to preserve the semantic information of a class is by using a one-dimensional vector. The vector space that holds semantic information of classes is called 'semantic embedding space'. Visually similar classes reside in a close position in this space. The semantic vector of any class can be generated both manually or automatically. The manually generated semantic vectors are often called attributes [44, 21] . Although attributes can describe a class with less noise (than other kinds of embeddings), those are very hard to obtain because of manual annotations. As a workaround, automatic semantic embedding can be generated from a large corpus of unannotated text like (Wikipedia, news article, etc.) or hierarchical relationship of classes in WordNet [31] . Some popular examples of such kind of semantic embeddings are word2vec [30] , GloVe [35] , and hierarchies [46] . As generated by an unsupervised manner, such embeddings become noisy but provide more flexibility and scalability than manual vectors.
Zero-shot learning: Humans can recognize an object by relating known objects, without prior visual experience. Simulating this behavior into an automated machine vision system is called Zero-shot learning (ZSL). ZSL attempts to recognize unseen objects without any visual examples of the unseen category. In recent years, numerous effective methods for ZSL have been proposed. Every ZSL strategy has to relate seen and unseen embedding through semantic embedding vector. Based on how this relation is established, we can categorize ZSL strategies into three types. The first type of methods attempt to predict the semantic vector of classes [34, 45, 21, 50 ]. An object is classified as an unseen class based on similarity of predicted vector and semantic vectors of unseen classes. Predicting a high dimensional vector is not an efficient way to related seenunseen classes because it cannot work consistently if the semantic vectors are noisy [15] . This reason provokes this kind of methods to use attributes as semantic embedding as they are less noisy. The second kind of methods learn a linear [2, 3, 39] or non-linear [46, 43] compatibility function to relate the seen image feature and corresponding semantic vector. This compatibility function yields high value if visual feature and semantic vector come from the same class and vice versa. A visual feature is classified to an unseen class if it gets the best compatibility score among all possible unseen classes. Such methods work consistently across a wide variety of semantic embedding vectors. The third kind of methods describe unseen classes by mixing seen visual features and semantic embedding [33, 5, 52] . For this mixing purpose, sometimes methods perform per class learning and later combine individual class output to decide outputs for unseen classes. While most of the ZSL approaches convert visual feature to semantic spaces, [19, 51] mapped semantic vectors to the visual domain to address the hubness problem during prediction [41] . Irrespective of method types, attributes work better as semantic embeddings compared to unsupervised word2vec, GloVe, and hierarchies because of less noise. To minimize this performance gap, researchers have investigated transductive setting [49, 48, 24] , domain adaptation [8, 18] and class-attribute association [4, 6] techniques. Usually, all ZSL methods are evaluated on a restricted case of recognition problem where test data only contain unseen images. Few recent efforts performed experiments on generalized version of ZSL [48, 47, 24] . They found that established ZSL methods perform poorly in such settings. Still, all these methods perform a recognition task in zero-shot settings. In this paper, we extend recognition problem to a more complex detection problem.
Zero-shot image tagging: Instead of assigning one unseen label to an image during recognition task, zero-shot tagging allows to tag multiple unseen tags to an image and/or ranking the array of unseen tags. Very few papers addressed the zero-shot version of this problem [23, 11, 53] . Li et al. [23] applied the idea of [33] in tagging. They argued that semantic embeddings (like word2vec) of all possible tags may not be available, and therefore, proposed a hierarchical semantic embedding method for those unavailable tags based on its ancestor classes in WordNet hierarchy. [11] considered the power set of fixed unseen tags as the label set to perform transductive multi-label learning. Recently, [53] proposed a fast zero-shot tagging approach that can rank both seen and arbitrary unseen tags during the testing stage. All previous attempts are not end-to-end because they preform training on the top of pre-trained CNN features. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end method for seen detection with zero-shot object tagging.
Object-level attribute reasoning: Object level attribute reasoning has been studied under two themes in the literature. The first theme advocates the use of object-level semantic representations in a traditional ZSL setting. Li et al. [25] proposed to use local attributes and employed these shared characteristics to obtain zero-shot classification and segmentations. However, they dealt with fine-grained categorization task, where both seen and unseen objects have similar shapes (and segmentation masks), there is a single dominant category in each image and work with only supervised attributes. Another approach aiming at zero-shot segmentation is to learn a shape space shared with the novel objects. This technique, however, can only segment new object shapes that are very similar to the training set [16] . Along the second theme, some efforts have more recently been reported for object localization and tracking using natural language descriptions [14, 26] . Different to our problem, they assume an accurate semantic description of the object, use supervised examples of objects during training, and therefore do not tackle the zero-shot detection problem.
B. Dataset and Experiment Protocol
B.1 Meta-class assignment
The classes of ILSVRC detection dataset maintain a defined hierarchy [40] . However, this hierarchy does not follow a tree structure. In this paper, we choose a total of M = 14 meta-classes (including person), in which the 200 object classes are divided. Table 1 describes meta-class assignment of all 200 classes. This assignment mostly follows the hierarchy of question prescribed in the original paper [40] . Few notable exceptions are (1) the classes of first-aid/medical items, cosmetics, carpentry items, school supplies and bag are grouped as indoor accessory, (2) liquid container related classes are merged with kitchen items, (3) flower pot is considered as furniture similar to MicroSoft COCO super-categories [27] , (4) All living organisms (other than people) related classes are grouped into three different meta-class categories based on their similarity in word vector embedding space: invertebrate, mammal and non-mammal animal. Although one can argue that all invertebrate are non-mammal, this is just an assignment definition we apply in this paper to obtain a uniform distribution of images across super-classes.
B.2 Train/Test Split
Since the unseen classes are rare in real life settings and therefore their images are hard to collect, we assume that the training set only contains frequent classes. For ILSVRC detection dataset, number of instances per class follows a long-tail distribution (Figure 1 ). For each of our defined meta-class categories, we first plot the instance distribution of the child classes like Figure 3 . Then, we randomly select one or two classes (depending on the number of child classes) from the rare second half of the distribution. We choose two unseen classes from the meta-classes which have relatively large (9 or more) number of child classes. In contrast, we choose one class as unseen for the meta-classes having less number of child classes. The only exception is that we do not choose 'Person' meta-class as unseen because it has no similar child class. This random selection procedure avoids biasness, ensures diversity (due to selection from all meta-classes) and conforms to the observation that unseen classes are not frequent. Table 2 . ZSD on CUB using λ = 1. We refer V=VGG and R=ResNet
B.3 Data Augmentation
We visualize the long-tail distribution of ILSVRC detection classes in Figure 1 . One can find that only 11 highly frequent classes (out of 200) cover top 50% of the distribution. This distribution creates a significant impact on ZSD. To address this problem, in the second step of training, we augment the less frequent data to make a balance among similar seen classes for each unseen category. From the 10 million mini-batches used at the first stage of training, we create a set of over 2.8 million mini-batches for the second stage training. While creating this set, we make sure that every unseen class gets at least 10K similar (positive) instances from classes whose meta-class category is common to that of unseen class. In doing so, for some unseen classes like 'ray', we need to randomly augment data by repetition because the total instances of classes in the meta-class 'non-mammal animal' are not more than 10K. In contrast, the unseen class like 'tiger' has more than 10K similar instances in 'mammal animal' meta-class. Therefore, we randomly pick 10K among those to balance the training set. After this, the rest of instances of 2.8 million mini-batches are chosen as the background.
C. ZSD on CUB
We evaluate the ZSD performance of the baseline and our proposed method based on single bounding box per image provided in CUB dataset [44] . Table  2 describes the performance comparison between the baseline and our basic method. Our overall loss (L cls ) based method outperforms the baseline in the different network and semantic settings. Note that, we do not define any metaclass for the CUB classes. Therefore, we use λ = 1 for CUB related experiments.
D. Further Analysis
ZSD Challenges: In general, detection is a harder task than recognition/tagging because of locating the bounding box at the same time. The strict requirement of not using any unseen class images during training of zero-shot setting is itself a tough condition for recognition/tagging task which gets intensified to a high degree for detection task. We have used ILSVRC-2017 detection dataset to evaluate some baseline performances of the proposed problem. This dataset has 200 classes including a total 478,807 object instances of different shapes/size and distribution (See Figure 2) . Within those, we define M = 14 meta classes which contain one or more specific classes. Figure 3 describes the normalized number of instances per classes within meta class. Considering this challenging dataset, here we describe some other difficulties of the zero shot detection task: Rarity: ILSVRC dataset contains a long-tail distribution issue, i.e., many rare classes get less number of instances. It is apparent that an unseen class should be within the set of rare classes. To address this fact, we randomly choose unseen classes from each meta-class z j which lies in the rarest 50% in the distribution. It affects the zero-shot version of the problem also.
Object size: Some rare object classes like syringe, ladybug etc. usually have a small size. Smaller objects are difficult to detect as well as recognize.
High Diversity: Every meta-class gets a different number of classes and there exists a high visual diversity in each meta-class images. Since, being in a same meta-class does not guarantee of the visual similarity, it is difficult to learn relationships for the unseen categories which are quite different from the seen categories in the same super-class. As an example, 'tiger' has many similar classes compared to 'ray'. The scarcity of similar class enables an inadequate description of the unseen class which eventually affect the zero shot detection performance.
Noise in semantic space: We use unsupervised semantic embedding vectors word2vec/GloVe as the class description. Such embeddings are noisy in general as they are generated automatically from unannotated text mining. It also affects the zero-shot detection performance significantly.
Seen vs. Unseen Class Performance: The overall performance of ZSD is depended on the learning of seen classes. Therefore, the performance of seen detection can be an indication of how possibly ZSD works. To this end, we also study the detection performance on seen classes of ILSVRC validation dataset after the first step of faster-RCNN training (Table 3) . It indicates the baseline performance of seen classes necessary to achieve the ZSD performance reported in the paper. The baseline method result is better than our proposed approaches. It is justifiable as both of our proposed methods can generate prediction for both seen and unseen class together which sacrifices the seen performance a bit to achieve distinction among all seen and unseen classes. The Table 3 also compares the seen result with the unseen performance. One can find that performance of selected unseen classes is similar to that of seen classes for our (L cls ) method. It indicates a balanced generalization of ZSD in both seen and unseen classes.
Learning without meta-class: For some applications, the meta-class based supervision may not be available. In such case, one can define meta-class in an unsupervised manner by applying a clustering mechanism on original semantic embedding.
ZSL vs ZSD loss: Many traditional non-end-to-end trainable ZSR methods consider different aspects of regularization [32] , transductive setting [24] , metric learning [29] , domain adaptation [18] and class attribute association [4] etc. Similarly, the end-to-end trainable ZSR methods [51, 22] employ different nonlinearity in feature and semantic pipeline. But, those traditional loss formulations need to be redesigned in ZSD case to be compatible for both classification and box detection losses.
E. Qualitative results
We provide more examples of ZSD in Fig. 4 . One can find that the prediction score threshold is lower (0.3 used in the examples) than the value (greater than Table 3 . Comparison of seen and unseen class performance using ResNet as convolution layers. word2vec is used for baseline, our (L mm ) and our (L cls ). Best performance in each row are shown as bold. We refer Unseen (all): mAP of all unseen classes, Unseen (selected): mAP of selected classes for which visually similar classes are present.
0.5) used in traditional object detection like faster-RCNN [38] . It indicates that the prediction of ZSD has less confidence than that of traditionally seen detection. As zero-shot method does not observe any training instances of unseen classes during the whole learning process, the confidence of prediction cannot be as strong as the seen counterpart. Moreover, a ZSD method needs to correspond visual features with semantic word vectors which are noisy in general. It degrades the overall confidence for ZSD.
In the last layer of the box regression branch, our method does not have specified bounding boxes for un-seen classes. Instead, bounding box corresponding to a closely related seen class that has the maximum score is used for un-seen localization. Therefore, a correct unseen class prediction sometimes cannot get very accurate localizations as illustrated in Fig. 5 . 
